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Go to: tamiu.Qualtrics.com

If you do not have an account, you may have to create one using your TAMIU login

Once account is created, you should be able to login using SSO













Builder: question properties

Question Block: units of survey

Question type



Text entry: open ended questions (you can also add images)

Matrix table: scale questions



Editing tools: these tools allow you to customize the text of the question 

Rich content editor: change the format, font, size, and more to improve participant experience



Duplicate a question: copy a question if there is a similar one in your survey without having to redo

Add page break: make next question appear on a different page than the current question



Edit question name: when you export your data, it helps to identify what this question is asking by changing the name 



Previewing

A new tab will open on your browser with a preview of your survey 
so you can make sure it is exactly how you want it. 



Previewing/Publishing our Survey

Once you have published your survey, it means you are ready to 
distribute to your participant population. The expert review 
automatically checks for accessibility issues with your survey. 



Choose from a variety of distribution preferences such as: anonymous link, emails, personal links, social media, offine
app, QR code, and downloads





Exporting Raw data will give you a 
spreadsheet of the data before the statistical 
analysis process.

To get the raw data, select export data on the 
next page.



You can use any of the options 
available. Excel is good to use 
across a variety of programs but 
if you have a specific software 
like SPSS, there is specific 
formatting to make importing 
your survey easier.



An even better way to view your data offline is to generate a report so you can view the questions before you run a statistical analysis. 

Select from Results 
Report and default 
report. 

Then just create a 
report name and 
create. 

Now you can 
visualize your 
results outside of 
Qualtrics. You can 
also easily view the 
results of this 
survey online on 
the “results” tab.



Other resources

The help button can assist you with general questions if you are having difficulty navigating 
the website. 
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Register for more workshops: go.tamiu.edu/arc-workshops
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